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Physical Education Rationale
At Hambrook Primary School, we believe in the development of sport and physical
activity for all pupils so that participation and achievement levels can continue to
rise. We have liaised with staff and children, encouraging collaboration and
partnership, to make the best use of resources to enhance PE and sport provision
throughout Hambrook. We believe it is important for children to experience
participation in a wide range of team sports and be successful in a range of sporting
disciplines.
This plan aims to structure raising standards of teaching throughout the school and
support further opportunities for all pupils in a range of physical activity, both during
the school day and out of school hours.
Our aims for this academic year have been based on the following criteria:
1. Increase the confidence of staff teaching PE through CPD alongside delivery of
curriculum PE
2. Provide a wider variety of curriculum PE lessons for all pupils
3. Continue to improve the facilities, equipment and resources for teachers to
deliver outstanding PE lessons and enhance current play provision
4. Increase awareness of healthy eating and invest in a scheme of work together
with resources for each year to complete

How have we spent the Sports Premium funding?

Careful planning has been carried out to ensure the sports premium funding is
used to enhance the current provision for physical education. We have taken
into consideration the guidelines set out by the government, WESPORT and the
Youth Sport Trust to ensure our funding is spent appropriately and effectively.
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What has been the impact so far?

At the half way point through this academic year, the impact of our investment
is clear. Teachers from all but 1 year group have had access to a Bristol Sport
led teaching sequence which has dramatically improved confidence and
understanding of a range of sports. These include gymnastics, multi skills and
cricket. Teachers have expressed their positive feedback at the high calibre of
coaching and teaching this year.
Money is also being invested into creating a cookery room for the school which
will allow each class to focus on a healthy eating topic for a 6 week block. This
will be up and running in Spring Term 2.
Further investments are being made to improve the facilities at Hambrook and
provide teachers with the necessary equipment to deliver high quality PE
lessons.

